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Introduction 
 My research occurs in biological and archeological texts, as well as in mythological 

realms.  The twin tracks of scientific investigation and folklore illuminate a wide range of 

relationships between that which we imagine and that which we manifest.  I pose the question: 

what mythology will we construct for ourselves to explain our contemporary conditions?  How 

now do we explain the butter that won’t churn? The fallow field? The failed experiment? What 

is the equivalent casting of the evil eye? To explore these ideas, I am collecting a pantheon of 

mythical creatures new and old, real and imagined and investigating these questions of genetic 

and physical transformation through a lens of folklore and superstition. I reflect on the 

traditional ephemera of bodily adornment and domestic decoration as I adapt historical forms to 

tackle contemporary anxieties. 

 

Research 

 In the Anthropocene we come face-to-face with facts ripped from the pages of science 

fiction. The human-animal hybrids are being investigated as an opportunity to grow 

replacement organs for humans1, while bioluminescent rabbits signal hope for gene therapy 

(while simultaneously providing problematic interventionary tactics for artists).2 Surrounded by 

a built environment created through an increasingly technical understanding and manipulation 

of the world around us, we seek a counterpoint to call “Eden” - some pure state to which we 

could return. We focus our minds toward returning to that which is most natural, through a 

harmony finely tuned by technological means and new scientific understandings. Despite 

romantic constructions around ideas of the preservation of capital “N” Nature, our stewardship 

																																																								
1 Rob Stein. “Controversial Research On Creation Of Human-Animal Embryos Published.” 
2 Michael J. Reiss  and Roger Straughan. Improving Nature? The science and ethics of genetic engineering. 
(Cambridge,England: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p 35. 
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has yielded mixed results. Undeniable conditions such as global warming and the extinction of 

countless species during the last one hundred years highlight the extreme outcomes of 

anthropocentric philosophies.3  

 Our perception of natural depends on a set of specific definitions that often ignore 

obvious contradictions, contorting to include those things we perceive as being natural, despite 

human intervention.4 We could simplify this exercise if we decide that the actions of all humans 

(we too, being a part of Nature) are extensions of Nature. This is not to say genetic engineering 

is a panacea.  Far from it – human societies need to more plainly recognize the far reach of our 

influence upon the conditions of life for all beings on this earth.5  

 For most of the last seven hundred years Western European culture perceived the earth 

was a wild place over which God had given man dominion. Man’s purpose was to bring all the 

wilderness under control and cultivation toward human needs and desires. In fairy tales, like 

those collected by the Grimm Brothers, the woods are not a place of inspiration and repose, but 

a place of wolves and witches. The best places were the places made sweet for the cultivation of 

crops, the raising of herds, the building of mills and towns. The celebration of nature and 

wildness, then, is an invention of the Industrial Revolution. Only with the intensification of 

urbanization and industry, the separation of humans from the work of the land, created the 

distance necessary to romanticize that which had so recently menaced. Transcendentalist poets 

such as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Walt Whitman; the painters of the Hudson River School 

(and, slightly later, conservationists such as John Muir) participated in the creation of a new 

																																																								
3 Timothy Morton describes us living in a time in which “the end of the world has already happened,” citing the 
explosion of the first atomic bomb as the first date on which the world ended, the second being within the current 
state of global warming. Morton, Timothy, Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2013) 
4 Reiss and Straughan, Improving Nature? p 3, 5 
5 Wulf, Andrea, The Invention of Nature: the Adventures of Alexander von Humboldt, the Lost Hero of Science 
(New York: Vintage Books, 2016). 
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romantic vision in which this new idea of “nature” is exalted. All of this occurred against a 

backdrop of vanishing open spaces, the environment and the people redefined by the effects of 

factory life. A series of events and cultural shifts created a context in which nostalgia bloomed 

for woods and wilderness, a fondness and lionization of the hardships met by those who came 

before.  

 We perform these mental gymnastics only to discover that nature is as strange as the 

reality we engineer in laboratories. While we pretend to grow ears on mice6 (and artists try to 

grow ears on their own arms), tumors called teratoma grow teeth and eyeballs. A chicken 

named “Mike” survived decapitation for eighteen months.7 Plants communicate with one 

another through the earth.8 Even in Eden one can find no safe quarter from the unpredictability 

of life.  

 Folklore explains the observations of many individuals overtime, placing cause and 

effect within a context so that subsequent audiences may easily parse the lessons within.  What 

sorts of stories would emerge from our present? What saints would cloning experiments yield? 

What gargoyles menace our bodily autonomy? What chimeric beasts lurk around the corners in 

our brave new world? Bioart has become a tool with which I can parse our science fiction 

present.  

																																																								
6 The Vacanti Mouse, a creature that haunted my dreams as a child, is a medical experiment from 1992 in which 
scientists used stem cells, a cow-cartilage model of a human ear, and a mouse with no immune system, to grow 
cartilage and skin around the silicone matrix grafted to the mouse. Corky Siemaszko. “EEK! IT'S A MOUSE, 
WITH A HUMAN EAR.” New York Daily News. October 25, 1995. 
7 "Ever since Sept. 10, a rangy Wyandotte rooster named Mike has been living a normal chicken's life though he 
has no head. Mike lost his head in the usual rooster way. Mrs. L.A. Olson, wife of a farmer in Fruita, Colo., 200 
miles west of Denver, decided to have chicken for dinner. Mrs. Olson took Mike to the chopping block and axed 
off his head. Thereupon Mike got up and soon began to strut around.... What Mrs. Olson's ax had done was to clip 
off most of the skull but leave intact one ear, the jugular vein and the base of the brain, which controls motor 
function." Life Magazine, October 22, 1945, http://time.com/3524433/life-with-mike-the-headless-chicken-photos-
of-a-famously-tough-fowl/ 
8  Simard, Suzanne. “How Trees Talk to Each Other.” TED. June 2016. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/suzanne_simard_how_trees_talk_to_each_other 
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 In creating these fictive expressions of the Anthropocene, my research began in the 

investigation of ex voto, phantom limbs, and the way we humans deal with the fear of loss and 

injury. This overarching term for small devotional tokens - ex voto - is from a Latin phrase 

meaning “according to a vow.”9  These objects are often presented to a saint in thanks for an 

answered prayer, some sort of healing via divine assistance - but the term has come more 

generally refer to this genre of religious souvenirs. With their deep relationship to healing and 

protection, aspects of the ex voto tradition are often rooted in folk medicine traditions, resulting 

from syncretism and the peripatetic nature of religious and medical practices.10 There is 

frequently some public action associated with the ex voto – dependent on the originating 

culture. Sometimes the token is given to a saint’s image after an intercessory prayer has been 

answered, or the individual wears the charm afterward with an image of the saint in credit and 

thanks, and other times the nazar is posted to the doorway of a mosque in petition of 

intercessory blessings. 11  

 This led me down a track of looking at other forms of bodily anxieties and their myriad 

manifestations. My work began through the contemplation of marks upon the body. Looking to 

the traditions of my field, I returned to the Lover’s Eye - in which discrete features of one’s 

beloved would be hidden in jewelry items, their cropped nature concealing the identity of the 

subject to most.12 Instead of eyes or lips, I zoomed in on moles and irregular patches of skin, 

turning these perceived flaws into precious adornment.  

																																																								
9 Ittai Weinryb, Ex Voto: Votive Giving Across Cultures (New York City: Bard Graduate Center, 2016), p 1 
10 Alexander Girard, Doris Francis. Faith and Transformation: Votive Offerings and Amulets from the Alexander 
Girard Collection (Santa Fe: Museum of International Folk Art, Museum of New Mexico Press, 2007), p 16. 
11 a Muslim votive tradition. Girard. Faith and Transformation,  p 113 
12 Robin Jaffee Frank, Love and Loss: American Portrait and Mourning Miniatures (New Haven, Conn: Yale 
University Art Gallery, 2000), p 263, 264 
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 A beauty mark or scar can be a defining characteristic of a person and their appearance, 

or it can be hidden away beneath clothing and hair. Through concealment the mark becomes an 

intimate detail, known only to select individuals. From the history of sun exposure indicated by 

freckles and moles, to birthmarks, to the stories behind scars from injury and surgery – our 

bodies bear a series of markings which become a language – at once a memoir, a medical 

history, and a reminder of our mortality. This body of work became an exploration of growths: 

abstracted goiters, distended teats, and malformed ears. These ornamented masses manifested as 

corsages, brooches, and a necklace, gilding bodily anxieties. As I worked with the muslin, I 

created larger objects to conceal, reveal, or alter the body: specifically working through aprons, 

and collars – the collars so large they became almost like bibs. These ideas of concealing the 

breast and torso continued to re-emerge within my work – reflecting a history of pectorals and 

chest-plates up through modern dickies and the child’s bib. These investigations trickled 

through into the thesis work through large brooches that function as corsages or horizontally 

stretch across half the torso. 

 My research moved into examining questions of human and animal capital, 

transformation and deformity, future anxiety and nostalgia for our narrative of the past.13  In 

doing so, I reflected on the purpose of fairytales and mythology, and our own sci-fi present. 

These stories function as a sort of “call and response,” singing to the physical, cultural, and 

psychological conditions of a given time. Uncertain of the parameters of transgenic 

technologies and capitalism, animal human hybrids14, bioluminescent rabbits15, and the Vacanti 

																																																								
13 Nicole Shukin, Animal Capital: Rendering Life in Biopolitical times (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2009) 
14 Rob Stein, “Controversial Research On Creation Of Human-Animal Embryos Published,” National Public Radio 
(January 26, 2017. http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/01/26/511852229/controversial-research-on-
creation-of-human-animal-embryos-published) 
15 Alba, the bioluminescent rabbit, bought-commissioned-appropriated by Eduardo Kac. Eduardo Kac, “GFP 
Bunny, 2000,” http://www.ekac.org/gfpbunny.html#gfpbunnyanchor  
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mouse stand as the minotaurs of our era – eerie monsters lurking within a labyrinth of our own 

making. Many a microbiologist I met during my undergraduate studies oft repeated the adage 

“evolution never sleeps.” Combining this aphorism with discussions of the potential of genetic 

drift from transgenic plants, the scene becomes darker still.16 After all, “is a potato with a 

flounder gene still a potato?” 17 and what if this gene dispersed itself to not just all the potatoes 

of the field, but all the lilies too?18 This was as much to remind themselves and their students of 

the constant, unending shift often unnoticed by the human world.  

 Much of my inspiration comes from the ephemera of a given era, or artworks whose 

author has been forgotten by history. At any given museum, I gravitate toward cases chock-a-

block with the everyday items of the past: amulets, fibulae, chains, and tiles. Sometimes it is 

ribbons, chains of office, or domestic decorations. In each instance, these discrete items bring us 

directly in contact with the things that enriched the daily lives of individuals in the past. A 

tradition of worn or displayed religious incantations – embodied icons, including ex voto – dates 

back to 3300 BCE to items found in Egyptian tombs.19  Given the rate at which we are 

uncovering the use of symbolic language and the creation of visual culture among early pre-

human ancestors, we can speculate this tradition of portable, wearable, icons of significant 

protective spirits or charms dates farther back than the ancient Egyptians. Apotropaic objects 

litter the visual culture of our ancestors and our present alike.20  

 These tokens are themselves bits and pieces of information, knit together with folkloric 

mysteries, transformed into a transmissible form of knowledge passed down through the 

																																																								
16 Reiss and Straughan, Improving Nature? p. 151 
17 ibid, 153 
18 “Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow. They don't toil, neither do they spin.” Matthew 6:28  
19 Alexander Girard and Doris Francis. Faith and Transformation, p 100 
20 “Great Human Odyssey,” NOVA. (October 5, 2016. http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/evolution/great-human-
odyssey.html) 
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generations – embodying narratives of anxieties and phobias. These expressions of material 

culture vary in appearance and manufacture across cultures, as do the rituals and specifics of 

their function within the life of the individual, but at their core they relate to creating a 

connection between the physical and the spiritual, the individual and the divine.21 These items 

represent actions made physical, embodied aspects of a personal devotional practice. 

 Artists like Melanie Bilenker captivate me.  Her works transform banal, everyday scenes 

into precious objects.  Using human hair she illustrates these moments on ivory and gold. I’m 

also drawn to the approach of Janine Antoni – who simultaneously mines her material and her 

subject matter to deepen the response of the viewer to her work. Similarly, the practice of Kiki 

Smith provides a useful example of a diversified approach to a complicated subject matter as 

she works across media, creating artworks in sculpture and printmaking – creating a seamless 

world of image and mythology over the course of a lifetime. In each instance, these women 

mine both the historical and contemporary experiences of women – epic and domestic – to 

create narratives that function on collective and personal levels.  

 

The Artwork 

 The body of work, titled “O, Wonder! Votive Objects of the Anthropocene”22 speculates 

a series of responses to our shifting understanding of physical and genetic autonomy. Empathy, 

beauty, wonder, and humor are techniques I employ and sensations I seek to evoke through this 

collection of items. I explore prizes won, prayers answered, and promises made. We fabricate 

keepsakes for a variety of reasons: sometimes to invoke good fortune, other times to 

commemorate victory and personal prowess. As I translate historical artifacts into a 

																																																								
21 Weinryb , Ex Voto, p 1 
22 “Oh, wonder! How many goodly creatures are there here! How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world,. That 
has such people in 't!” William Shakespeare The Tempest Act 5: Scene 1 
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contemporary vernacular, I discover new meanings of the objects and traditions in question. 

Items with a social life – good luck charms, political badges, award ribbons – represent exciting 

moments of empathy, identity and exchange within our day-to-day sartorial expressions. I 

engage different aspects of these practices through color, line, and form with vitreous enamels, 

the permanency of metal objects, combined with soft fabric to create artworks investigating the 

invocation of luck, protection, and perfection.   

 Metalsmithing, the creation of bodily adornment and objects of use or contemplation, 

supposes a relationship (assumed or actual) to the body. Similarly, objects have a multiplicity of 

ways in which one encounters the artwork, functional objects having both a user and a viewer- 

one who wears and one who observes the wearer.  Experience is imparted through physical 

contact with the artwork, as well as through the visual element of seeing the artwork worn on 

the body and moving in the world, or used in some other way by the user.  In this manner, 

physical adornments potentially reach a broader audience through the wearer taking the artwork 

out into the world. While not all of the artworks I make can be worn, I think about them in 

terms of their relationship to the body.  We engage in certain genuflections, spontaneous or 

ritualized, as we interact with objects, even if those objects are not placed upon the body – a 

finger inside a ring, a lip against a cup. 

 To make the artwork I fabricate metal components, or cast natural (organic, once living) 

objects. I then incorporate color and line through the addition of vitreous enamel or chemical 

patinas. While engaging in these traditional techniques, I have not ignored the newer 

technologies at my disposal – utilizing the laser cutter as a tool for cutting dies, making frames, 

and engraving my drawings onto enameled tiles. I also incorporate nontraditional materials, 

specifically chosen to evoke softness, the animal, or warmth and comfort. The juxtaposition of 
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hard and soft mimics the human body – we are bones and flesh, we are cartilage and fat, teeth 

and tongues.  

 
An installation view of “Que Patitas!”, “Best In”…, and one of three “A  Tropy?” pieces 

 
 The sewn forms emerge from a process similar to the one I use for jewelry and metal 

object design.  I create a series of related patterns, traced, borrowed, and copied off of one 

another.  I collect these various shapes and ways of connecting, revisiting and transforming 

them for subsequent pieces.  Even with my cloisonné, I never photocopy my design, except to 

change size.  The strange and subtle variations elicited by hand-tracing an image contribute to 

the element of changefulness that can occur within a multiple. The variation provided by the 

unique act of copying something by hand relates to the changefulness inherent in the constant 

flux of the life process: from breath, to skin growth, to genetic replication.23  

 By far the most challenging aspect of the work has been to create effective connections 

between my metalwork and the textile elements.  While textiles are not a new material to my 
																																																								
23 Concept of “changefulness” borrowed from John Ruskin, via Lars Spruybroek in The Sympathy of Things. Lars 
Spruybroek, Sympathy of things: Ruskin and the ecology of design ([Rotterdam]: V2 Publishing, 2011, 2016), p  
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practice, they have taken a larger presence in my work over the last year.  Sewing allows me to 

create large, light forms that are not so easily realized out of metal. My interest in historical 

forms (particularly costume and housewares) caused me more closely examine the way metal 

has served as a fastener, adornment, and closure as relates to fabric goods. I have tried a variety 

of button-like solutions, as well as brooches, piercings, and the like.  Again and again, the first 

solutions have been the most complicated and clumsy, and the best solutions have proven to be 

simple engagements of the two media.  

 Que Patitas is an oversized, sculptural necklace inspired by the practice of ex voto - a 

religious practice in which one proffers some sort of physical offering as thanks for divine 

intervention or the answer of a prayer. Often these votives take the form of the healed limb or 

afflicted farm animal. This piece originated from my interest in the empathetic relationships of 

humans and animals, and the way we identify with our familiars. 

  Colorful little paws, rendered in vitreous enamel and cloisonné like the religious icons of 

Medieval Europe, evoke a variety of associations through the assemblage of limbs: lucky 

rabbit’s feet (lucky for whom?), Milagros, false limbs, and the whole host of representative 

charms or amulets, hunting trophies, and knick-knacks.  Together these parts form a whole, a 

series of animals, individual intercessory prayers, or totemic acquisitions.  This manner of 

charm – a disembodied appendage – appears in cultures across the globe, each culture with its 

specific relationship to the treatment of the token. These charms, like their traditional 

inspirations, serve a purpose both symbolic and representational.  In a world of constant change, 

from genetic mutations to natural catastrophes, our physical autonomy is questioned at every 

turn.  Under these circumstances – maybe we can experience greater empathy with our domestic 

familiars – petitioning simultaneously for our mutual well being through the practice of ex voto.  
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An installation view of “Que Patitas!”, and “Ex Ovo Omnia” 

 
 Ex Omnia Ovo24 also emerges from an examination of votive traditions, in particular the 

fabrication of illustrative icons of saints or sacred figures, isolated on a background, intended 

for reflective contemplation.  Interspersed with the medallions are pierced silhouettes of the 

figures, conflating the saints with the ex voto – much in the way the pierced heart ex voto 

functions to both invoke the Virgin Mary and serve as a gift in thanks for her intercession. The 

medallion is at once an egg, a plant bulb, and an inverted, stretched variation of the shape 

frequently found in eighteenth and nineteenth century American and European mourning 

jewelry.25 

 The chimerical product of the constituent elements evokes dreamscapes, mythology, and 

our understanding of oneself as part of an evolutionary track shared with all other life on Earth.  

Condensing this multitude into a smaller space creates an opportunity to represent a 

disintegration of the image across the series of parts.  This pulls the viewer deeper into the 
																																																								
24 Latin phrase meaning “Everything from an Egg,” this phrase is used in early biological texts, reflecting a 
Preformatist belief all life came from an egg in its most elemental form. Lopez, Angel. “William Harvey (1587-
1657).”  The Embryo Project Encyclopedia. June 6, 2010. https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/william-harvey-1578-1657 
25 Frank, Love and Loss, p 89, 90 
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display and into the contemplation of the individual pieces and the individual-become-whole, 

mimicking the physical and psychological behaviors of religious devotion.  

  
An installation view of “Best In…” 

 
 Best In… is the title of the series of ribbons and medallions presented as part of this 

research. The ribbons remind us of honorific badges and field day awards. What would we 

honor in a present where perfection can be made and bought? Besides, who is to say 

achievement has not been always based on bought or extant privileges? Some individuals would 

have you believe the achievements of the laboratory are equal to or greater than those found in 

the barnyard. These ribbons - crooked and frayed, soft and imperfect– emerge from metal boxes 

similarly soft and pastel in appearance. The metal and fabric echo one another, void of 

information beyond color, texture, tone, and movement.  Instead of boldly proclaimed affinities 

or accomplishments, these ribbons offer quiet moments of reflection. 
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 A Trophy? Is a series of three soft sculptures meant to evoke dissatisfactory trophies or 

dissolving stuffed animals. The items are stuffed muslin, with enamel bulges and recesses. 

Notes in ink and graphite narrate the making of each object – noting changes to be incorporated 

into the next iteration, specifics about the stitching used in specific locations, details about the 

metal item used for referring back to later. These are abstract investigations of the process of 

mutations: this palimpsest of mutagenic creatures intended to trace possibilities through 

variations.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 I want people to encounter my work and think – “This can’t be real, can it?” and 

subsequently have this unfolding experience of the twin truth and surreality of the flora and 

fauna with which they are presented.  This wonder could be instilled in anyone: from children 

through adults.  Similarly, the badges of affiliation and award could find a home on any breast. I 

want these works to spark a conversation. I want people to point at Ex Ovo Omnia, remarking 

on the strangeness and sweetness of mice with human ears growing from their backs and pigs 

with three heads. I am more interested in mining a sense of empathy with my subject matter 

than in pedantic lecturing against transgenic experimentation. 

 Ultimately, I would like to create artworks that leave the gallery and enter the homes of 

individuals, living on walls and mantles, occasionally leaving the house pinned to the body or 

wrapped around the shoulders and neck. The items of material culture that inspired the physical 

formats of my work are closely related to practices melding the public and private – being worn, 
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but worn either to partially conceal the information, or sometimes to boldly proclaim a 

particular stance or fealty.26 In the case of pieces such as Que Patitas! and Ex Ovo Omnia I 

intend for the array of objects to slowly dwindle, dispersing, and leaving the collection to find a 

new place on the body or in the home of the individual who comes to own that piece.  Like an 

icon or retablo, the image serves as a reminder to the owner of the place the object was acquired 

and encourages the contemplation of the subject depicted therein.  

An installation view of “Oh, Wonder! Votives for the Anthropocene 

 
 The question left is – what is next? As noted critic of biotech, Jeremy Rifkin, stated 

nearly two decades ago: “The Devil is already at the door, cleverly disguised as an engineer and 

entrepreneur.”27  I believe, as in the folktale of the woman alone on the moors with her baby, 

the best defense against the devil is a clever woman with the world at stake. I do not consider 
																																																								
26 Frank, Love and Loss, p 10-15, 26, 27 
27 Reiss and Straughan, Improving Nature? p 69 
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this body of work adequately completed. The research - both text and studio based – has left me 

with a list of things yet to do.  

 Firstly – Ex Ovo Omnia needs a home online – an interactive timeline, complete with 

essays and information and links to help my audience better engage with my research. 

Illustrative stained glass windows or painted murals effectively communicate their messages 

because a critical mass of individuals aware of the underlying narrative exists (or existed) 

among the population. The illustrative, not evocative, nature of my piece failed to land 

effectively due to a lack of context. Second: activating the totemic qualities of my stuffed things 

– making them something you can and want to bring home with you, to hold to bring you 

comfort or promote contemplation on the ever mutating human condition. Finally, my ribbons 

have a purpose and an agency beyond what I have thus far allowed them. These I am most 

excited about: instead of meekly concealing my thoughts as I make these, going forward they 

will be boldly titled and subsequently conferred on their inspiration.  
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